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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new normal form for DPDA’s, the ,Atomic Normal Florm’. 
.4s an applicat!on, using also the concept of ‘address language’ due to Gorn [19, 201, we give 
alternate and more direct proofs of results of Cource!le [3,4] relating recursion schemes and 
DPDA’s. Address languages enable us to encode trees even when they are not locally finite. As a 
consequence, the decidability of a new class of schemes corresponding to the ‘stateless DPDA ‘s” of 
[26] is obtained.* 
. ImtrodudicPn 
The equivalence problem for deterministic pushdown automata (DPDA) is a 
dell-known problem and although progress has been made towards settling it [ 1, 14, 
26,27, 31, 32, 33, 341 tan the best of our kaiowledge it is presently still open.. More 
attention has beer! given to the DPDA equivalence problem since Friedman [ 11, 12, 
131 and Courcelle [3,4] Ihave shown independently that two DPDA’s are equivalent 
if and only if two recursion schemes are equivalent. However, it is important to note 
that Courcelle and Frieldman deal with different classes of schemes. The class of 
schemes investigated by Friedman [ 11, 12, 131 is known as the monadic recursi~~n 
schemes (of DeElakker and Scott [S]), whereas the class of schemes investigated by 
Courcelle [3, 4, 51 is known as the (totally uninterpreted) polyadic recursion 
schemes. A major difference between the two classes is that monadic recursion 
schemes use only unary function and predicate symbols except for a special ternary 
function symbol which is interpreted as the conditional if then else in szl1 inter- 
pretations. In this pap cr, we are dealing with the second class of polyadic recursion 
schemes, which for simplicity will be referred to as recursion schemes. 
_A third class of recursion schemes whose equivalence problem is also inter- 
reducible to the A equivalence problem has been studied by Engelfriet [% pp 
218-2301. 
The crucial fact about the second class of schemes is that two recursio 
lent for all interpretations if and only if two infinite trees generated by the 
* This result was communicated to ihe author by Bruno Courcelle. 
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Courcelle provved the iater-reducibility of the PDA Equivalence problem and of 
the Equivalence problem for recursion schemes by encoding the paths in the inh 
trees using deterministic ontext-free languages. is proofs rely hea lily on the strict 
deterministic grammars of Harrison and [22, 23, 241 ard some of the 
reductions involve several steps. 
In this paper, we present alternate and more direct methods for encoding the 
infinite trees generated by recursion schemes using deterministic context-free 
languages. This paper differs from Courcelle’s papers [3,4] primarily in two proof 
techniques: the ‘Atomic Normal Form’ for DPDA’s, and the utilization of ‘address 
?anguasr,& first introduced by Gorn [19,20] and used by Ginali [la, 181. 
These techniques enable us to construct a DPDA directly from a recursion 
scheme, and conversely, to construct a scheme from a DP A in stihndard form. 
The ‘Atomic Normal Form’ for DPDA’s, abbreviated ‘A-form DPDA’ is a very 
natural object. It factors the DPDA instruction set into pure reads, pops and pushes, 
and hand!es the ‘input buffer’ data structure independently of the ‘data storage’ 
structure. (We are indebted to one of the referees for providing Guch a nice informal 
description.) This normal form can be quirkly obtained using the fact that every 
deterministic context-free language h~‘1s an LR(l) grammar for which an LR( 1) 
parser can be constructed [2, 221. 
A major advantage in using ‘address languages’ to encode infinite trees is that all 
infinite trees can be encoded, even if they are not locally finite. IIencs, a number of 
technical restrictions encountered by Courcelle are removed. For instance, our 
constructions apply to all deterministic languages even if they drc not prefix-free. As 
communicated to us by Bruno Courcclle, the fact that non-locally finite trees can be 
encoded yields the decidability cf a class of schemes called ‘at most monadic’, since 
their equivalence problem reduces to the equivalence problem for the ‘stateless 
DPDA’s’ of [26]. 
It was also brought to our attention by one of the refereeq that results close to ours 
were announced without proof by Solomon [30]. 
The paper contains two main constructions. The following diagram should help th: 
reader in following the reduction steps: 
Schemes 
J 
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e first construction, given a (proper [4]) recursion scheme, we construct a 
encoding the set of ai1 addresses labeled with a given functio 
rst of the infinite trees generated by the scheme. In the second construction, given a 
A in standard form, we construct a recursion scheme such that the set of 
es labeled with the special symbol # in the first of the trees generated by the 
recursion scheme is equal to the language accepted by the giveen DPDA. To simplify 
n, we releg(ate the proof that every DP A can ‘se transformed to an 
PDA in the requ_-ed standard form to 
ries: i e trees, recussion sc ‘S 
First, we review some definitions. 
efinition 2.1. Ranked alphabet. A ranked alphabet is a set C together with a rank 
function r : C + N, where N denotes the set of non-negative integers. Every symbol f 
in X of rank r(f) = n is said to have arity n. Symbols of arity zero are also called 
constants. 
Tree domain. A tree domain D is a non empty subset of strings over N+ (the set of 
positive integers) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) For each u in Q every prefix u of u is also in D. 
(2) For each II in D, fa; every positive integer i, if ui is in D, then, for every 
j, 1 SjSi, uj is also in D. 
C-tree. Given a ranked alphabet X, a C-:ree (for short, a tree) is a function, I : D -+ C 
such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) D is a tree domain. 
(2) For every u in D, if n = card({i E N+ 1 ui ED)), then n = r(t(u)) the arity of the 
symbol labeling u. 
Given a tree t, its domain is denoted dam(t). The elements of the domain are called 
nodes or tree addresses, and a node u is a leaf if card({i E N+ 1 ui E II)) = 0. The node 
corresponding to the empty string (denoted e) is :he root of the tree. 
It should be noted that: the definition of a tree using the notion of a tree dor:ain 
goes back to Gorn [19,20] (see also [2&l). 
In the rest of this paper, we assume that each ranked alphabet 2 contains a special 
symbol _l_ of arity 0 called ‘undefined’. We denote thle set of all X-trees as CTz. We 
say that a tree is a partial tree if it contains occurrences of the symbol 1, otherwise we 
say that it is total. The set of all finite C-trees is denoted as e set of all total 
finite Z-trees as T’ 1.a tree is finite if its domain is finite). 
There is a partial ordering 6 defined on CT= (and FT.2) as follows. For every pair 
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Directed set. Given a set X with a partial ord ing 5 a non empty subset A of 
a directed set if every pair of elements a, b in has an upper bound in 
The following result is well known [3,21]. 
Every directed subset of C 2: has a least upper bound. Irk fact, CTL_ is the 
free continuks E-algebra over C (free complete magma in the French terminology) 
[6,21,25]. 
We also need the definitions of tree-composition, and of substitution of a tree for a 
node. 
.3. Let Xn =(x1,. . . , x,} be a finite set of n variab es. Adjoining Xn to 
the 0-ary symbols in Z; we obtain the set CTr(X,) of trees with variables in X,. Given 
any n-tuple (tl, . . . , tn) of trees in C&(X,) and a tree t in CTZ(X,), the tree 
composition of t and (tl, . . . , t,,) denoted t(tl, . . . , t,,) is the tree defined by the 
function whose graph is the set of pairs 
((u, t(u)) 1 u E dom( t) and t (ti) & X,} 
U{(UU, ti(v)) 1 u E dom(tj, v E dom(ti) and t(u) = xi}. 
In the special case where t is the tree 
we denote t(tl, . . . , t,) simply as f(tl, . . . , tn ) and t simply 8s f. 
Given a tree tn, a node u in dom( tl) and another tree t2, th& 
substitution of @tz for the node u in tl is the tree denoted tl[u c- t2] defined by the 
function whose graph is the set oi pairs 
![Y, tl(v)) 1 v E dom(tl), u is not a prefix of v} 
u {(uv, t&Q) ] 17 Edom(t2)). 
ow ready to define tree grammars and recursion schemes. 
le (@, Lzr, P, Fl), where 
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mx1, l l l 9 xmi), t), where wti is the arity of Fi and t is a finite tree in 
called the set of productions. Productions are also written as Fi(xl, . a . 
licity, we abbreviate the name context-free tree grammar as tree 
. Given a tree grammar G = (@, 2, P, FI), let M = ma 
arity of Fi:). We define the one-step derivation relation + on 
) as follows. IFor any two trees Tr, T2 in Ts&XM), T1 + T2 if 
Tl = T[u +Fi(Sl, l l l 3 Sn)]y I; = T[u + t(sl, . . . , s,)] 
for some node u in dom( TI) and some production Fi(Xl, . . . , x,~) + t in P (where n is 
the arity of Fi). In other words, the subtree Fi(Sl, . . . , s,) of Tl is rewritten as 
t(s1, l . . , s,) using the production Fi(xl, . . . , x,)+ t. 
As usual, the transitive closure of + is denoted as =++ and the transitive i3nd 
reflexive closure of + is Idenoted as +*. 
efinition 2.7. The (tree) language L(G, FI) generated by a tree grammar G = 
(CD, Z, P, Fl) is the set 
L(G, FI) = {t 1 t c. FT#~M,, FI(XI, . . . , xml) =+*t) 
of all terminal trees derivable from Fl. 
efdion 2.8. A recursion scheme CY is a tree gramlmar without a specified start 
symbol in which every nonterminal Fi is defined exactly once. Hence, a recursl:on 
scheme a! consists of N productions 
Fi(xr, l l l 9 Xrn,)-* ai, where ai is a tree in FT.z,&X,i), one for each & in 
@=Vi, . . ..FN}. 
As in [25], we associate with every recursion scheme CY the context-free tree 
grammar (a, FI) consisting of the productions 
for each Fi in Qz. The grammar ((Y, F1) is called tile schematic grammar associakzd 
with the scheme CL 
The following result due to NHvat ‘253 is fundamental to us. 
([25]), For every recursion scheme CY, the language L(a, FI) generated by 
the sche.matic grammar (a, FI) is a directed set. 
as a least upper bound 
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least upper bound ~7. The N-tuple ((~7, . . . , &) is denoted LY’. We call ar’ the 
unfoldment of the scheme CL 
In order to keep the paper suficiently concise, we state without pro1 If the following 
results. 
Given a recursion scheme LY, an interpretation I is a continuous 2-a 
preting the terminal symbols in C [ 15, 16, 211. The air (a, I) is called a recursive 
program, A functional cyI can be associated wit5 (CY, I) and it can be shown that CYI is 
w-contiruous and has a least fixpoint ((YIP which is usually taken as the semantics of 
the recursive program (a, I). Furthermore, it can be shown that the tuple of trees cyv 
is the least fixpoint of the system of tree equations Fi(xl, . . . , x,,) =- ai. Also, each 
(infinite) tree (yp has a value under the interpretation 1 denoted (aT)r (using the fact 
that CT2 is the free continuous Salgebraj. 
re ([6,21, 15, 161). G iven a sect&on scheme Q! and an interpretation I, 
we have the identity (al)‘= @)I. 
Two schemes cy, cy ’ are equivalent under all interpretations if and only 
if oy =c~‘p. 
Corollary 2.11 reduces the equivalence problem for recursion schemes to the 
v equality of the unfoldment rees cy 1 and ar iv. 
The following facts will be useful in simplifying our proofs and are easily derivable 
from Courcelle [3,4]. 
A scheme is proper if the following conditions hold: 
(1) If Lyv = I, then the ith production is Fi(xl, . . . , x,,J + .L 
(2) No production except possibly the production involving the start symbol Fr is 
of the .?orm F;:(x~, . . . , x,,J + .Q for some variable xk. 
. It is decidable whether (~7 = I . Given a recursion scheme LY, one 
can eflectively find a scheme p such that (II; = py and p is proper. 
PDA in 
Condition (2) in the definition of a proper scheme allows us to construct SC% 
which no pop move immediately follows a push move. 
In this paper, a Deterministic pushdown automaton, for short a 
,a, qo, F) where,’ states, C a finite 
the initial state, of final states, 
x r* a partial function called the transition function, 
with a finite alphabet of pushdown store symbols and 8 satisfying the following 
conditions: 
For every triple (p, a, Z) E 
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An instantaneous description (ID) is a triple (p, w, y) E 
e define the ‘yield’ or ‘compute’ relation t- betvveen 
wherea&Zu{e},Z~~u{e},a,~~~*, wEX*,p,qEKifandonlyif 
(1) either a Z e and S(p, a, .Z) = (q$ /3) 
(2) or a = e and S(p+ e, Z) = (q, /3). 
Moves of type (2) arc called e-moves. As usual, I-” is the transitive closure of the 
relation t- and I-* is its transitive and reflexive closure. 
For any two ID’s IDI and ID*, if IDI t-+ ID2 (or 1Dr t-* 1%)~) we say that there is a 
computation from ID1 to ID,. 
We define the Zazguage accepted (by final state) by a DPDA A4 as the set of strings 
T(M) = {W E.X*I~~EF, 3y E r*, (90, w, e) t-+ (f, e, Y% 
emark. Our DPDA’s start with empty pushdown store and the transition function 
is partial. 
The following definition will also be convenient in the next sections: 
We define the relation I-@ between ID’s as follows: 
(P, w9 Y 1 I--@ (4, e, Y) 
for p, q E K, w E X*, y E r* if and only if (p, w, y) t- * (q, e, y) and for every ID 
(s, u, 3) in the computation, p = Sy for some 6 E r*, that is, the pushdown store 
contains y as a bottom segment hroughout the computation. 
We now turn to the first construction. 
3. From recursion schemes to DBDA’s 
Given a (proper) recrirsiorl scheme a! with N nonterminal function symbols, we 
show how to encode t1.e trees CY.~ using a finite set of deterministic context-free 
languages. For simplicity, we will encode the first unfoldment tree a:. 
We note that the same encoding was used by Cinali in [17, lS], where a similar 
result is proved for ‘regular’ recursion schemes, in which nonterminal function 
symbols all have arity zero. 
We also remark that ,the encoding used in [3,4] is actrlally due to 
obtained preliminary results on the relationship between schemes and context-free 
languages. 
inal function symbol f or variable occurring in cy, we 
L(f) as follows: 
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In words, I is the set of all tree addresses labeled f in the unfoldment ree CUE. 
(Xote that defining 
K = max(r(F) IF E S v a}, 
we can restrict our attention to the finite alphabet { 1, l . . , 
It turns out that the DPDA’s obtained by app ying the algorithi.1 of this section 
have a remarkable structure. he transition set A’s factors into pure 
reads, pops and pushes, the ‘input buffer’ being handled independently of the ‘data 
storage’ structure. VVe prove in Theorem 3.1 that every DP A is equivalent to 
PDA having such a structure. Because the moves of such A’s are very 
basic we call this standard form the ‘Atomic Normal Form’, abbreviated as A-form. 
introduce DPDA’s in A-form. This simplifies the description of the 
of this section. 
It is not very difficult to show that every DPDA is eq A in A-form 
but it is a bit tedious. Consequently, the proof that every DPDA cam; be (effectively) 
converted to an equivalent DlPDA in A-form is given in an Ap 
Call a DPDA M non-trivial if T(M) # fl and T(M) f(e). We now state the 
following theorem whose proof is given in the appendix. 
Given any non-trivial DADA Ml, one can effectively construct a 
such that T(M2) = T(Ml) and Mz has the following properties: 
e set of states of M2 is partitioned into three disjoirt subsets read9 K push and 
Kpop (states without outgoing transitions are considered to be in A&J_ 
(2) The transitions are of the following form : 
(i) read move : being in a read state, _IMz. reads the next input regardless of the 
top of the store and changes state without changing the store. 7711s is the oniy 
move advancing the input. 
(ii) push move : being in a push state, Mz on e-move pushes the current state on 
tc; of the store and changes state (regardless of the to‘g of the store). 
(iii) pop move: being in a pop state, Mz on e-move pops the top of the store and 
changes state. 
(3) A pop move never immediately follows a push move. 
(4) Every accenting state is a read state. 
A A satistying conditions (l), (2), (3), (4) of Theorem 3.1 is said to be in 
A-form. It is interesting to note that A’s in A-form are quite sirailar to 
IX-parsers. Indeed, we use the fact that deterministic ontext-f. * language 
R(1) parser (see [22]) to give a quick 
ity zero, it is conveient in this 
e state move. 
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The following notation will be used: 
(1) cad moves : 
(2) sh moves: 
(3) Pop moi3es: 
for S( p, e, 4) = (r, c) 
(4) Change state moves : 
Theorem 3.2. Fsr erwry terminal function symbol or variable f occurring in a proper 
scheme cy, the address-language L(f) is accepted (by final state) by a deterministic 
pushdown automaton. 
We first give the algorithm for constructing the DPDA M accepting L(f) and 
then prove that indeed T(M) = L(f) using two lemmas. 
Algorithm for constructing the The states of M are the pairs of the form 
(u, i) where i is the index of a tree ai in the scheme cy, 1 s i 6 ZV, and u is a 
tree-address in the tree ai. Pushdown stcre symbols are also pairs of the form (u, i), 
for every i and tree address u such that ai E Qz. The initial state is (e, 1) (where e 
denotes the emqty string). 
The trakiion function S is defined as follows: 
(I) Read moves. For each k, 1 s k s IV, tree address u in dom&) such that 
cyk (u) E 2, for each i such that ui E dom(cuk), 
(23 Push moves. For each k, 1 G k sN, tree address u in dom(ak) such that 
a,&+ @, say Q(u)=L!,,, we have: If r(&,,)al, then 
(push move). 
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Otherwise, if r(F,) = 0, then 
(change state move). 
(3) Pop moves. Fori each m, 
CW~(V) is a variable, say a,(v) = Xi, 
each tree address v in dom(ar,) such that 
for each (u, k) E r such that LY&) = -Pm (and r(Fm) 2 1). 
Note that there is no need in (3) for transitions in the case r(Fm‘l= 0. Also, pop 
moves are e-msves, 
The set b;‘ of fins: states is the set of all states (u, k) such that @k(u) = f if f E 2, and 
the set of aI states (u, 1) with al(u) = xk if f is a VaiiabIe xk- 
l!e 3.1, In Fig. 1, we show a recursion scheme CY with two nonterminals Fl and 
& and in Figs. 2 and 3, we show the unf4dment trees cy: of cy1 and a: of QI~. The 
three languages L(f), L(g) and L(x) characteri?ing_the tree a; are given below: 
L(x) ={1”21~21” Im, n 20). 
F1 
<= 
I 
X 
F2 <= 
X 
f 
* I -P F2 
X X 
f 
F2 
\ 
X 
9 
x 
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/ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
/ 
0 
d 
/ 
f .’ 
f 
/ 
< 
g ‘\ 
Fig. 2. Unfoldnaent tree a: of F2. 
Fig. 3. Unfoldment tree (~7 of FI. 
e give Courcelle’s encoding of a: below for the interested reader.: 
I -= NfY 1-l”y Nf, l)“(,f, z)(g, 1)” x!m, 8 20). 
acce 
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read 2 
I push 
push 
POP (Ll) 
POP (151) 
Fig. 4. The DPDA accepting L(x). 
Intuitively, the construction mimics the implementation of recursive calls using *? 
pushdown store. Reaching a node labeled with a nonterminal & in a tree ak, we ‘Cd!’ 
function F, by jumping to the entry of the ‘body’ IX,,, of F,, saving the ‘retur 
address’ (u, k) on top of the st&c. Upon completion of a ‘function call’, that is when 
we reaich a leaf in aym labelled xi, we ‘jump back’ to the successor of the node fro41 
where the f;lnction call originated, this address being currently on top of the stack 
anG now being po:lned. 
~o~~a~~y, we rove two lemmas. 
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(1) If (x, j) is either a read state or a push state, then p(w) = q(x) and if (x, j) Is a 
read state, for every z # e such that xz E dom(tYj) and ai(xz ) is not a variable, 
WfE ) and /3(wz) == aj(xz). 
(2) If (x, j) is a pop state there are two cases: 
(i) If y = e, then w is a leaf in /3 and p (w ) = q(x) is a vuriabie. 
(ii) If y # e, then the computation is of the form . 
He, i), uv, 4 I-* NY, ml, f.4 ;:I is- k ij, v, (v, m)@ @%, i), e, (y, m)@ 
with w = uv, y = (y, m)S, q(x) = some variable xk, p(w) = am (yk) and for every 
z # e such that ykz E dom(a,) and a,(ykz) is not a variabble, FYZ E dam(P) and 
PW) = am(ykz). 
roof. We proceed by induction on the length of the computation. Unfortunatel:y, 
there are many cases depending on the type of the last state and the type of the last 
transition. The basis of the induction is clear from the definition of the transitions. 
The only case worth discussing is the case when i = 1 and (e, 1) is a final state which 
only happens when the first production is Fl-) xk for some variable xk. The lemma 
holds trivially in this case with fl = xk. 
Inductive step 
Case 1. The last transition in the computation is a pop move. 
There are four subcases: 
(i) State (x, j) is a pop state and y # e. Then the computation must be of the form 
((e, 9, UIW, 4 I--@ ((x1, kd, u2v, ~1) t- ((e, i), utv, (x1, kAyd 
I--@ ((y,.i~, 0, (~1, WrA I- k 4, v9 (v,j)h, khd 
t--@ ((~1, 4, e, (Y, j>h, khd k ((yb, 1’1, e, (XI, kl)vd 
with yb =x, w = ~41~221, 0~ == (~1, kljyl, w&) =Fi, ai =% I =xb, aj(ybi := 
xa for some,variables xg, x6. 
Then, by inductive hypothesis, Fi +* & for a tree & which can be written as 
Pl = el[Ul + Fj(tl 9 l 9 . 9 GrlJ 
since (x1, kl) is a push! state, and (Y,JxI) = &(uI) =I$ Since (k, i), WJ, 
(x1, kl) yl) t-@((y, j,, v, (XI, kl), ye), we also have He, i), ~2, e) t-* NY, iL e, e) and by 
inductive hypothesis there is a derivation Fj I-*& for some tree & such that 
P2b2) = q(y) = En. 
But since ai = xJ, /32 is of the form 
where the bth subtree sb is the variable xa. 
inally, since 
((e, 4, vu, (y, ./)(x3, n)y1) I-=-@ ((YIP m), e9 (Y, ibl, 
we also have the computation 
((6 m;,v, 4 t-* (lyl, m), e, 4 
and by inductive hypothesis there is a derivation 
@s(v) = cy, (y 1) = ~6. Putting the derivations together, we obtain 
=a* elbl + e2[U2+Fmh(tl, . . . 9 t,,), . . . 9 sm2(tl 9 l l l 9 L,~bll 
=a* el[ul + e2[U2+ psh(tl, . . . 9 t,,), . . . 9 Smz(fl 9l l l 9 fm,Pm 
Calling the last tree & since sb = xa, the subtree of p rooted at U~U,~V is ta which is 
the subtree of p1 rooted at ula (see Fig. 5 for a graphical illustration of the proof). It 
is now clear that condition (ii) of the lemma holds. 
[ii; [n, jl is a pop state and y = e. Then the computation is of the ferm 
I-@ ((y, ml, e, (XI, W t- (hk i), e, 4 
with x = xlk, i = j, ai = F,, a,(y) = xk and ai is some variable xh. 
By inductive hypothesis, there is a derivation Fi +* p1 for some tree & which 
must be of the form 
PI = dh +F,ixi,, . . . 9 Xi,l)Ir 
where the kth variable is xh. 
Since ((e, m), v, (-- ~1, i)) I-* ((y, m), e, (xl, i)), we have the computation 
k 4, v), 4 t-* (04 m), e, e) 
which yields a derivation 
F, a* P2, where p2(v j = xk = a,(y). 
Combining the two derivations, we obtain 
and calling the last tree $, p( uv) = ai(xlk) = xl8 is a leaf. It is clear that condition (i) of 
the lemma holds. 
(iii) (x, j) s a r-cad state. Then the computation is of the form 
(k, i), w 4 I-* ((XI, i), v, Y) t- Xe, 4, 0, h i)r) 
t-%v, 4, e, (XI, ih) t- (hk ih e, Y) 
1 for some tree 
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Fig. 5. 
The computation ((2, m), v, e) I--* ((y, lx), e, e) also yields a derivation 
Fm=+* 2 P with. /32(v) = cy,,, (y ) = xk. 
the derivations together, we have 
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Calling the last tree p, since (x, j) is a read state, the root of ?k is in c and so 
p(w) = t&) = aj(xlk) = q(x). The other condition of (1) of the lem 
because it holds in PI for pi(u) = ai( (See Fig. 6 for a graphical il 
‘k 
Fig. 6. 
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(iv) (x, j) is a push state. Then the computation is of the form 
t-O ((y, nz), e, (XI, jh) t- (hk i), e, Y) 
withxik x,LY~(X~)=F~,CY~~~‘)=X~. 
This case is almost identical to the previous one and we obtain a derivation 
fi +* e[u + Fml(tl, . . . , tml)] ** e[u + P2(tl, . . . 9 fm,>l 
except that /I = tk(e) = aj(xlk) is a nonterminal. Again, the lemma holds. 
Case 2. The last transition is a read move. 
There are four subcases. 
(i) (x, j) is a pop state and ‘): # e. Then the computation is of the form 
k i), uw d I---* UY, 4, va, rd t- (k, i), va, (Y, n-h93 
I-@ (h, j), a, (y, mhd C- (ha, j), e, (Y, mh) 
with Xla=X, y=(y,m)yr,a,(y)= Fj, aj(X)=Xk. 
By inductive hypothesis, there is a derivation Fi =+* PI for a tree PI of the form 
PI = e[u + Fj(tl, . . . t&I. 
The computation ((e, j), va, e) I-* ((xla, j), e, e) also yields a derivation Fi +* p2 for 
a tree & such that &(va) = cq(xla) = Q. 
Combining the derivati,ons, we have 
F;: +* e[u + Fj(tl, . . . ? tm1)3 ** eb + P2(tl, . . . y L,)I 
and calling this last tree p, we have P(uva) = t&(e) = bud. It is clear that the kmma 
holds (see Fig. 7). 
(ii) (x, j) is a pop state and y = e. The csmputatirn is of the form 
((e, 9, ua, 4 I-* h 9, a, 4 t- (ha, i), e, 4, 
where ~119 =x, i = j and ai =x&. 
Then we have a derivation Fi =+* /3 for a tree p such that p(u) = ai is in C- But 
then, since xla E c!>m(ai), ua E dam(P) and P(ua) = ai\xla) =x& and the lemma 
holds. 
(iii) (x, j) is a read state. The computation is of the form 
((e, i), ua, 4 t-* ((XI, j), a, Y) + (ha, jl, e, Y) 
with x = xla. 
y inductive hypothesis fi =$+* p for a tree p such that /3(u) = ai E 
revious case, since xla c: dom(aj), the inductive hypothesis implies tha 
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(iv) (x, j) is a state. Then 
with xla = X. 
This case is similar to the previous one except that q(x) is a nonterminal. 
case X The last move is a push move. 
The computation is either of the form 
(k, 9, u, 4 t-* NY, m!, e, yl) t- Ok ~9, e, (Y, mhd 
if a,(y) =F,- and r(Fi) 2 1 or 
k 9, 4 d C-* Uy, 4, e, rd I-- Ne, j>, e, 79) 
if r(Fj) = 0. 
Observe that (e, j) cannot be a pop state because then Fi + xk would be a 
production which is not possible except if i = 1 and (e, 1) is a final state. Hence we 
only have two subcases. 
(i) (e, j) is a read state. By inductive hypothesis, we have a derivation Fi ** & for 
a tree & of the form PI=: @[u ~P~(;tl, . . . , t,JJ. Adding tht= step Fj + cq, we obtain 
the derivation Fi +* @[u +cq(tl, . . . , t,,)] and calling the last tree p, the lemma is 
satisfied (ai must be in. 2). 
(ii) (e, j) is a push state. This case is similar to the previous one except hat a!(e) is a 
n9:rterminal. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
A number of useful remarks can be made regarding the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
First, the derivations .c +* p are outside-in (01) derivations [4, 10, 251. A 
derivation 
S[U + Fi(tl, e e n 9 fm)l*~[u -Ml, l 0 l 9 L)l 
is 01 if no occurrence of a ncnterminal is present in S. It is well known (see [lo] or 
[25]) that for any derivation tl +* t2 in a context-free tree grammar, there is an 01 
derivation tl a& f2. 
Second, except in the case when cyp = _I_ and Fi + I is the only production with 
left-hand side Fi, productions Fi + J_ need not be used in the derivations Fi +* p. 
From these observations, *we define a special derivation Fi =+* p as a derivation which 
is CdI and in which a production Fi -+ i is used only if it is the on1.y pro, 
as the left-hand side. 
e now state and pnove the converse of Lemma 3.3. 
Given a iTroper scheme CY, for any special derivatio 
such thaf fipr no proper prefix v’ of v, @(uv’) E 
for some states (x, j) and (y, k) with a(u) = aj(x),P(uv)=LYk(y)andsomey\,y2ET”. 
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In addition, if u, uk, ukv E do@) and P(u)E @, for any computations 
((e, 0, u, e) F-* ((x, i), e, 79) with ai = P(u J and W, ih 0, ~2) t-” NY, 4, e, y) 
with ai = P(ukJ, CY,,,(Y)=~~(P~~), we have yl= ~2. 
0 We proceed by induction on the length of the derivation. Since h 
many respects imilar to th:lt of Lemma 3.3 which t cktail, we omit 
detaiis except when the proof techniques diffe he baais of the 
induction is obvious by definition of the transitions. 
Indu&ve step. There are two cases. 
Casz I. T’be derivation is of the form 
here are three subcases: 
(i) d is not a prefix of uv. In this case, the inductive hypothesis applies to the 
beiivation~ 
(ii) uv = du 1 v and u1 v E dom(cu,). This case is also trivial since u1 and ulv are 
in aym. 
(iii) uv = &QV, where u1 E dom(cu,), a,(~~) = .xk iand v E dom(tk). 
By inductive hypothesis applied to the derivation Fi +* e[d + F&l, . . . , tm,)] = 
PI, there is a computation 
k i), 4 4 I-* ih, kd, e, yd with QL~~x~:~ = F, = PI(d). 
Since no prefix of u1 is in gZ u {I}, we have a computation 
((e, m), ~1, e) I--* ((y, ~-4, e, 4 with a,iy) = a. 
Again, by inductive hypothesis applied to the 
Fi +* 8[d *;- F,(tl, . . . , tm, j] = PI 
with u = dk, there is a computation 
(W, W, v, ~21 I-* ((xq i), e, Y) 
wrth LYkl(Xlk)=~~(e)=Pl(dk) and aj(x)=Pl(dkv)-= tk(v) 
From the second condition of the lemma, we have yI = y2 and combining the 
(k, iJ, dw, d I-* ((XI, 
drd I-“‘” ((Y, 4, v, (XI, U-n) 
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Case 2. The derivation is of the form 
. . . , f,,,)] =a &?I! + I], 
production used is tl’;n + 1. In this case, because we have a special 
-y 1 is the unique production with left-hand side &. It is easily verified 
that the lemma holds. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
e can now conclude the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Lemma 3.3. shows that T( c L(f). However, there is a missing step to show that 
Lemma 3.4 impiies L(f) 5; ). Indeed, from Nivat’s Theorem (Theorem 2.9), the 
tree CUT is the least upper bound of the tree language L(a, Fl). However, the trees 63 
of Lemma 3.4 are obtained from special derivations and so, they may still contain 
nonterminals. However, we can fill the gap as follows. It was also shown in 1253 that 
for any derivation Fi +* p, where ,6 is a terminal tree, there is another derivation 
Fi +* PI =+* & where E;t +* & is a special derivation and the only productions 
involved in the derivation Pr =+* /3 are of the form Fm + 1. It is clear from this 
observation together with Lemma 3.4 that L(f)s T(M). Hence L(f) = T(M) as 
claimed. 
. Fts ‘s to recursion SC 
In this section, given a :DPDA M over an alphabet .E = (1, . . . , N}, we construct a 
scheme a! over a ranked alphabet containing only two symbols CT and # both of arity 
N with the property L( #) = T(M), that i,s the address language of all nodes labeled 
# in the first unfoldment tree QI~ is precisely the original language T(M). We use 
Theorem 3.1 which shows that we can restrict our attention to DPDA’s in A-form. 
We now give the construction of the recursion scheme ‘equivalent’ to a DPDA in 
A-form. 
In the rest of this section, we assume that the alphabet of our DPDA’s is the set 
[l,N]={l,2 ,..., N}. Mowever, in order to prove that the equivalence problem for 
DPDA’s reduces to the equivalence problem for schemes, we need a relationship 
stronger than L( #) = T(M). (We are indebted to Bruno Courcelle for pointing a gap 
in our previous proof.) Taking the complement of T(M) into account solves the 
problem. Since DPDA’s in A-form can have ‘blocking’ transitions:, we first modify a 
DPDA in A-form to make it ‘complete’, if necessary. 
PDA in A-form has undefined read or pop transitions, add a new read state d 
(the ‘dead’ state) an transitions as follows: 
(1) For every reaY;l state p, for every input i E [ 1, ltT] for which the transition trom p 
is undefined, add a new transition 
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(2) For every pop state p, for every pushdowgl store symbol q for which the 
transition from p is undefined, add a new transition 
(3) For all input symbols i E [ 1, IV] add transitions 
read i 
Then, (qO, w, e) I-* (q, e, y) for q& F if and only if w E .C* - ) (the ogmplement of 
T(M)). The scheme ar constructed from a complete DPDA in A4orm has the 
following property. The infinite tree (~7 1s a full infinite Wary tree containing 
occurrences of only the symbols # and CT of arity N, the set of tree- addresses labeled 
# is exactly T(M) and the set of tree-addresses labeled n is the complement of 
i”(M). 
ewe Given a. complete nontrivial DPDA 114’ in -form, one cat: construct a 
recursion schime a! over a ranked alphabet containing two special symbols. # and u of 
arity N, such that L( #) = T(M) and L(o) = C* - T(M). 
We first give the construction of CY and then the proof that L( # ) = T(M) and 
z(a) = C* - T(M). 
or co e sc ea. LetK,,-(pl,...,p,}bethesetofpop 
states of M. 
For each state q E K read u Kpust,, there is a nonterminal function symbol & of kity 
m (the number of pop staies). Recall that the set F of final states is a subset of Krer+ 
or each state q in ICreed -F, we have a production 
where 
ti = 
read i 
xm), if the transition is q - s and s& Kpop, 
read i 
ifq - Jli and pi E Kpop is a pop state. 
(2) For each state q E F, we 
)* 
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(3) For each state q in Kaush, we have a production F, {A l, . . . , x..~&) +
Xl, . . . , t,), where the transition is q -+ push r and the ti are defined as follows (note 
that rie’ ,,* by coxIition (3) of a DPDA in A-form): 
F,(Xl, ’ l ’ 9 &I), if pi P’JP s Is a transition from pop 
state pi and s ri KpOp, 
if pi Pop pI k a transition from pop state pi 
and pi is also a pop state. 
A DPDA M in A-form accepting the language L = 
(l”2” 11 s n &a} u(e) is shown in Fig. 8. The scheme a! ebtained from M by the 
K read = C 2,4,6,dl K pop = { 5 1 
K push = {I,3 1 Acc?pt.ing states: E 2,6 1 
Fig. 8. A DPDA A4 in A-form accepting L = (l”2” 11 s tz G m} u(e). 
above construction is shown in Fig. 9, a simplified scheme and the gnfoldnxnt tree 
cyy are shown in Fig.. 10. 
We now prove Theorem 4.1 by establishing the following lemmas. 
For any p, q E .Kread u KPush, and w E [ 1, AT]*, y E r* the following holds :
(1) If (p: w, e) t-* (q, e, y), then there is a derivation F,, +* p with p = 6[w c- t], 
t=Fq(tl,. . ., tm) and t =&(x1, . . ..x.)ifandonlyify=e. 
(2) For any pop state pi, if (p, W, e) I--* (,pi, e, e), then FP ** fl with w E do )an 
ermore, in (1) an (2) the derivations are duiva tbns. 
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F2 # <= ’ n F3 Fd x 
X X 
F6 # 
<= Fd 
P 
X 
X 
X 
F 
3 
<= 
X 
F4 
1 F6 
Fq. u 
I <= F3 x 
X 
X 
3 
1 
<= Fd 
X 
X 
Let A be the full infinite N-ary 
tree which is the least fixpoint of 
< .z Fd f-7 Fd X I 
X X 
Fig. 9. The scheme a obtained from A4. 
. We proceed by induction on the length of the computation. The basis of-the 
induction is trivial by definition of the piloductions. 
lnducti3e step 
Cue 1. Assume (p, W, e) I-* (4, e, e), where q is #the pop state Pi* 
There are two subcases. 
F1 
I 
X 
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Fd a 
I <= 
I 
Fd Fd 
X 
<= 
F3 
Fd 
# 
P =d X 
X 
Unfoldment tree C( "f F, 
J 
L(#) = ( lm2” 1 1 I n s m I u 1 e 1 
Fig. 10. Simplified scheme. 
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production F” -3 c&, . . . , SN), where si = xi. Hence =+* @[w +-0r(s1, . . . , sN)] and 
calling this tree p, p (wi’; = xi as desired. 
(ii) (9, w. EZ) I-* (pk, e, r) I- (J+, e, e), where both Pk and pj are PO 
computation is of 
(p, uv, e) I-* k v,el t- (4 0 I--@ (pk,G 4 t- (pi, e,@) 
with w = uv. 
Thm we allso have the computation (!, 21. e) I--* (pk, e, e) and by ind 
esis, we have a derivation Fr =3* & with v E dom(&) and p*(v) = xk. 
The computation (p, 2, e) I- (r, e, e) also yields a derivation F” +* 61 with & = 
a[u 4qXl, . . . ) x,J. Since r is a push state and since ok is a pop stat<, we have the 
production F, + F&l, . . . , t,) with tk = q. Putting the derivations together, we 
obtain the derivation 
Calhng this last tree /3, since fk = xi, we have I - Xj as desired. 
Note that it is not necessary to consider the case where the last move is a push move 
since a pop move never immediately follows a push move. 
Case 2. Assume (p, w, e) I-* (4, e, y), where q is a puh state. 
There are three subcases. 
(i) (p, w, e) I-* (pi, e, ry) I- (4, e, y), where pi is al pop state. 
The.1 tk computation is of the form 
(p, uv, e) I-* k 2.4 y) I- (S, V, 4 : ‘\ ’ -@ (pi9 e, ry) t- (4, e, y)- 
Then by inductive hypothesis, we have derivations F” +* PI with PI = 
e[ra + F,(tl, . . . , t,,,)] and F, ** & with Pi = xi. 
Since r is a push state and q is a push state, we have a production F,-* 
F&l, l * . , s,) with si = .F”(x,, . . . ) x,). 
Hence we obtain the +ivation: 
Fp +* e[u c- Fr(t,, 0 . l , tm)] 
=3 e[u +-Fs(s*(tt, . . . , C”m), l l l , &9&l, l l l 9 fm)~l 
have I = Fq as desired. 
hat fk = xk for all k, 1 s k s !?Z, if and Only if y = e. 
ce s is a push state, 
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and 
Calling the last tree p, @(IV) = F, as desired. 
(iii) (p, wi, e) t-* (s, i, r) I- (q, e, y), where s is a read state. 
y inductive hypothesis, FP =+* p, for a tree pr = 6[ w + F, (tI, . . . , tm)]. 
Since s is a read state and 4 is a push state, we have a production 10, + a(sl, . . . , sN) 
with si = F,(x~, . . . , x,). Hence, we have the derivation 
Fp =s* e(w +F#l, . . . , t,)] 
* @[w + &h, . . J , t,), . . . 9 SN(tl, l l l 9 trn))l* 
Calling the last tree p, /3(G) = F, as desired. 
Furthermore, y = e if and only if tk 4 xk for k, 1 s k G m, as desired. 
Case 3. (p, w, e) I-* (q! e, y), where q is a read state. This case is si:milar to Case 2 
and is left to the reader. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
The converse of Lemma 4.2 is stated in Lemma 4.3. Since the proof of Lemma 4.3 
is very similar to previous proofs already given in great details, we will omit its proof. 
emiiia 4.3. For any 01 derivation Fp +* 8, for any w E dam(P) scleh that for no 
proper prefix u of w, p(u) E @ u{& if p(w) = Fq, where q E Kpush v A&d, there is a 
computation (p, w, e) I-* (q, e, y) for some y E P, and if /3(w) = xi, then 7 = e and 
q = pi, where pi E .k&,,. 
We now conclude the proof of Theorem 4.1. Since every accepting state is a read 
state a-Id since productions associated with accepting states are of the form 
FP+ #(tI, . . . , tN), from Lemma 4.2 it is clear that T(M) c L( #) and X* -- T(M) C_ 
L(o) axd from Lemma 4.3 it is clear that L( #) c T(M) and L.(U) c C* - T(M). 
Therefore L( #) = T(M) and L(a) = 2? - T(M). 
As a corollary, we obtain a well-known result due to Courcelle [3,4]. 
The equivalence problem for DPDA’s is 
equivalence pioblem for recursion schemes is decidable. 
decidable if and only if the 
wo (proper) schemes uch that a: = cr $. Since cry == QI iv if 
ux, 1 (f)=L’ the equivalence problem for schemes 
reduces to the equivalence problem for A’s. 
‘) for two (complete 
enerate full infinite 
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the symbols 09( and # and L( #) = T(M), L(cr) = * - T(M), L’( 
L’(g) = c* - T(M’). For the arees & ai’, we have a: = cuiv if and or! 
L ‘(# j and L(U) = L’(C), if arsd only if T( 
As noted by Bruno Courcelle, Theorem 3.2 has the following apph:ation: 
Call a scheme ‘at most monadic’ if nonterminal symbols have arity 0 gr 1. Then, in 
the construction of 3.2, we observe that in a pop move, the target state is determine 
by the symbol being popped (if the symbol being popped is (u, Bc), t
state is (u ‘l, k)). It is easy to see that the current state can be encod 
stack and so, we obtain a ‘stateless DPDA’ as in [26]. It is pro 
the equivalerce problem for stateless DPDA’s is decidable, yielding Corollary 4.5. 
The equivalew? problem for schemes ‘at most monadic is decidable. 
In particular, this shows the decidability of the equivalence problem for the class of 
non-acceptable monadic schemes of Courcelle and Vuillemin [7]9 settling an open 
problem raised in that paper. 
Call a scheme ‘non-nested’ when no nonterminal is the ar,cestor of another 
n>ntermical. It is easy to see that the resulting DPDA is a one-turn DPDA. From 
Valiant% result [33], we obtain another corollary (compare [3,4]). 
The equivalence for non-nested schemez is decidable. 
In this appendix, we provide the proof of Theorem 3.1. A quick proof of Theorem 
3.1 can be obtained from a well-known result from the Theory of Parsing: 
Every deterministic context-free language has an LR(l) grammar and can be 
recognized by an LR(I) parser [22]. The A-form of a DPDC, is (trzsily obtained by 
modifying the const rg* -t * . .ubsion of a DPDA from an LR( 1) parse,r (Theorem 13.7.1 of 
Pa. 
We assume acertain familiarity with LR(k) grammars and LR-parsers. We follow 
closely the definitions used in [22] and we refer to Chapter 13 of [22], in particular 
Sections 13.4 and 13.7 for a comprehensive xposition. 
Let G = (V, E, I?, 27) be a reduced context-free grammar. e define an LR(l) 
qo the initial parser s 
qO), where K is a finite set of 
m 1 T E P) the parsing action 
reduced LR( 1) grammar and 
ption (ID) of a parser as a pair (u, y) E 
he functioning of an LR(1) parser is expQned by defining the 
EAD as follows. If u E Z+, say u = uv, then 
y) with u E Z*, p E K, y E K*, there are three cases: 
(b) If u # e, writing u = uv then 
If g( p, a) # error then 
(au, PY) I- (0, g(p, 4~~~ 
else (uv, py) i - wm 
(2) If f( p, HEAD(u)) = reduce n= where rr is the production A + p, we wish to pop 
IpI syc?bols. Write spy as pr = sqa! with ISl= 1~1. 
(a) If cu=e,q=q&=Aandu=ethen 
(e, s&-J t- aicczp$; 
(b) If g(q, A) = ermr then (u, py ) I- error; 
(c) Otherwise (u, &;lar ) t- (u, g(q, A)a). 
(3) If f( p, HEAD(u)) = error then (u, py) I- error. 
emark. In [22], input symbols are also pushed on top of the storG. I-iowever this 
is unnecessary. The symbols of the form HEAD(u) are called the Iookahead 
symbols. 
As usual, we let I-’ denote the transitive closure of the relation t- and t-* denote its 
reflexive and transitive closure. A string u EC* is accepted by the parser A-4 if 
(u, 40) I-* accept. The set of all strings accepted by M is denoted T(M). 
A parser can be viewed as a stateless d.eterministic pushdown automaton which is 
allowed in a single move (a reduce move) to pop a bounded segment from the top of 
the store and push the ‘goto’ state on top of the store. To construct a DPDA 
simulating a parser, we need to decompose a reduce move into a sequence of pop 
moves followed by one push move. 
For this, we need to introduce new states. 
kuckily, this can be done in such a way that we can separate pop moves, push 
moves and read moves. Technically, it is necessary to encode the lookahead symbol 
in the current state (as in [22]) but also the current top of stack. The cons”lru&an 
given below is an adaption of the construction given in Theorem 13.7.1 of [2 
also [2]). 
. (Recall that we restrict our attention to non-trivi 
1 # {e).) The states of the A 0 simulating 
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ForsEK,aEZ: 
yush sfc!tt?s : (s, a) if f(s, a>=s 
(S,a,v)if v=A+& If3131 
read states : 
pop states : 
r=A+@, (pial, 
(a, m, ij if n=A+@, I&N, 
and l~i~lpl-1. 
Note that these sets are indeed disjoint. 
The transitions are defined as follows: 
(1) To initialize the PDA. For each a E 2, S((qo, e), a, e) = ((qo, a’ a e) (this is a 
read move). 
The set r of pushdown stcre symbc!s is equal to the set of push states described 
above. 
(2) Iff(p, a>=s then 
NP, a?, e, Z) = ((g!,g, 4, a9 ), (P, 42) 
(this is a push move) and 
j, 6, ;3 = ((g(p, a), W, 23 
for all b E 2,Z E r w {I! ) (this is a read move) 
-$ p then there are three cases. 
Np, a), e, Y) = (((2, W, l), 4 
. 
&((a, 77, ij, e, )+(a, n, i+lj,ej lSi=2(pI--2 
)=((a, W, I@+-l),ej 
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@%(h v, IPI- 09 e, Y) = ((s, a, r), e) (pop m;jve) 
6((s, a, w), e, z) = ((g(s, A), a), (3, a, 7~)z) (push rr30~ e) 
for all Z E K, 
and if Y is a push state with 
Y)=s andg(s,A)fe 
then S((p, Q), e, Y) = ((s, a, r), e) ‘(pop move) 
and S((s, a, w)* e, 2) = (MS, A), a), (s, Q, n)Z) 
for all 2 E 1” 
(iii) If l/3] = 0 and g(p, A) # errw then 
S((s, a), e, z) = (MS, .A), a), (s, a)z) 
for all 2 E K 
The set of final states is defined as the states of the form: 
parser state containing some item (A + CY.. afi, u) 
where ,Br +* e, a, p E V*, v E C u(e) (see [22] for the definition of the parser 
states (called tables) and of the items). 
Observe that final states are indeed read states. Also, a push move is always 
followed by a read move and so a pop move cannot follow a push move. Therefore, 
the I?PDA L9p fulfills all the conditions of Theorem 3. I. 
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